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INTRODUCTION  

The implementation of learning in schools has been guided by the curriculum, which is an essential factor 
in achieving learning objectives (Darling-Hammond & John Bransford, 2005; McNeill et al., 2012). According to 
(Andriani & Subali, 2017) the curriculum structure is prepared based on national education standards to 
determine the aspects studied and the competencies to be achieved in an educational program. However, 
several studies indicate that curriculum development has not considered the continuum of learning, thus making 
learning materials between levels of education ineffective (Juniati & Subali, 2017; Kusumadewi et al., 2019; 
Lemos & Veríssimo, 2014; Pramesti & Subali, 2017). In fact, (Subali et al., 2018) stated that curriculum 
development carried out by paying attention to learning content at each level of education will make learning 
more effective. In other words, curriculum development requires standards that pay attention to the essence of 
the learning continuum so that the curriculum can meet students' needs at every level of education (Suyanto, 
2018).  
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 Evolution is one of biology topics which covers a wide range of material taught across 
education levels. Unfortunately, the material has not been arranged according to its 
complexity level and students’ development. This study aimed to collect teachers' 
opinions about the learning continuum of evolution material based on its complexity level. 
This descriptive research was conducted in Bantul and Yogyakarta Cities by distributing 
questionnaires. As many as 68 junior high school (JHS) teachers and 43 senior high 
schools (SHS) teachers were selected through convenience sampling. The data gained 
was analyzed using descriptive statistics to determine the mode of practitioner opinion. 
The results showed that the JHS teachers thought that evolutionary material had a 
complexity level of 3 (quite complex) to level 5 (very complicated) that could be taught in 
class VII & IX as well as at higher level (XII SHS). Furthermore, the SHS teachers argued 
that the evolution material from level 3 (quite complex) to level 4 (complex) could be 
taught in XII class. Further research needs to be carried out using more complete 
instruments with more detailed indicators 
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Continuum learning is one way of teaching material, including science, which has a wide variety of materials, 
making it easier for students to master the concept. The learning continuum is a logical and systematic 
sequence that shows the vertical connection of material from an aspect of science in learning (Prihatni et al., 
2016). Competencies regulated in the curriculum also need to pay attention to the levels that students must 
achieve gradually, so that curriculum developers must consider the suitability of the teaching materials used 
with student development at each level of education (Juniati & Subali, 2017). Besides, the learning continuum 
arranged from simple to more complex can represent an overview of student development's developmental 
stages at each level of education (Situmorang, 2016). 

Students at each level of education have different ages and levels of cognitive development. Therefore the 
teaching materials provided must be adapted to their development. Awwad (2013); Kose and Arslan (2017) stated 
that cognitive development is one of the natural developments of the individual, which determines the thinking 
skills of students in the learning process. Furthermore, this can help students build an understanding concept 
from the superficial to the complex level and make problem hypotheses (Agustina & Ahmad, 2020; Bujuri, 2018; 
Ibda, 2015; Nurhadi, 2020). In other words, each stage in cognitive development provides a basis for 
achievement at the next stage (Simatwa, 2010). As part of the sciences, biology has been taught from elementary 
school, junior high school, to high school. Studies such as diversity of living things, the morphology of living 
things, anatomy of living things, biological resources, genetics, evolution, ecology are the fields of biological 
studies taught at the three levels of education (Andriani & Subali, 2017; Pramesti & Subali, 2017).  

(Priyayi et al., 2018) One of the problems in learning biology is that some material is considered difficult for 
students to learn. It is consistent with related with (Suryanda et al., 2020), which stated that 72.5% SHS teachers 
argued that Biology material is challenging to learn because it has many fields of study, so it needs to be taught 
gradually through the learning continuum starting from the elementary school level. One of the biological studies 
that have a broad material scope is evolution. Evolution refers to changes in organisms' structure that occur 
gradually to achieve functional conformity with their environment. This study is an essential material that can 
answer various phenomena in nature (Helmi et al., 2019; Taufik, 2019). 

Furthermore, the material for the study of evolution is unique, quite complex, and continues to develop along 
with advances in science and technology so that a deeper and more complete understanding is needed (Sidiq, 
2016). According to (Situmorang, 2016), a properly developed learning continuum can make it easier for teachers 
to be efficiently involved in learning activities. It is possible because, with detailed teaching material indicators, 
the teacher will present the material to students in a comprehensive and orderly manner. Therefore, the aspect 
of evolution is considered essential to be carefully organized into a proper learning continuum. 

Previous research related to the learning continuum has dissected various studies such as physiology (Hadi 
& Subali, 2017), ecology (Mendala et al., 2019), reproduction (Trilipi & Subali, 2020), to biological resources 
(Kusumawati et al., 2019). Furthermore, this study involved experts and teachers as respondents based on 
implementing the curriculum they had carried out had not yet seen how their perspective was on the learning 
continuum in specific fields of study (Kusumawati et al., 2019; Mendala et al., 2019). This study aims to develop 
a learning continuum on evolutionary material based on the level of complexity of the material perceived by the 
teacher. This study's results are expected to be one of the considerations in curriculum development, especially 
on evolutionary material. 

METHOD 

This survey research was conducted by distributing questionnaires to respondents. The instrument was 
developed from previous research instruments through Focus Group Discussion (FGD), which involved Biology 
education experts. The evolutionary material assessed in the instrument corresponds to the evolution sub-
material taught in schools, and among these materials, there are several other related sub-materials. The 
number of evolution material matter indicators entered into the instrument consisted of 68 items, consisting of 
material related to the theory of evolution and all things related to evolution. Respondents were asked to fill in 
their opinion about the complexity of these indicators (between levels 1-5) and which class the material should 
be taught. This research was conducted from May until August 2020. The questionnaire was then distributed to 
respondents via a Google form.  

The study population was determined by following the population hypothesis rules, and the sample members 
were selected by convenience sampling (Edgar & Manz, 2017). The members of this sample represent a 
hypothetical population that has the appropriate characteristics. This study's population was all science and 
biology teachers in Yogyakarta and Bantul Cities, while the research sample was 68 junior high school science 
teachers and 43 SHS biology teachers, so the number of respondents was 111 teachers. Respondents’ 
demographics are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Demographic data of the participating teachers 

Group of respondents 
Based on the region 

Total  
Yogyakarta n (%) Bantul regency n (%) 

JHS Teachers  29 (43) 39 (57) 68 
SHS Teachers  34 (78) 9 (22) 43 

 

After the research data was collected, a recapitulation and data analysis was carried out. The research data 
analysis was conducted using descriptive statistics. Data processing is carried out to find the largest frequency 
distribution (mode) of all data that has been collected from teacher respondents. From the resulting mode, the 
Evolution aspect of the learning continuum is then arranged as teaching material based on the level of complexity 
of primary and secondary education according to the teacher's opinion. The higher the mode score, the higher 
the level of understanding between practitioners.  

The limitations of this study are that the research is limited to only assessing the level of complexity of the 
material, the biological aspects that are assessed are only related to aspects of evolution, and the research 
respondents are limited to only involving JHS science teachers and SHS biology teachers. Data analysis used 
descriptive analysis techniques that have no significant value so that generalized conclusions cannot be made. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The evolutionary material analyzed in the study consisted of evolutionary sub-material taught at the JHS and 
SHS levels. In this case, the evolutionary sub-material (especially at the JHS level) does not stand as a separate 
material but is related to other fields of biological studies. The evolutionary sub-material in this research includes 
environmental adaptation, natural selection, theory of evolution, kinds of evolution, evolutionary mechanisms, 
speciation, evolutionary clues, evolution in living things, and the theory of evolutionary tendencies. Table 2 
explicitly describes the teacher's opinion on the environmental adaptation sub-material. 

 
Table 2. Modes of teacher’s opinions in complexity level of environmental adaptation 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

a. Human Adaptation     
 1) Human physiological adaptations IX / 3 i 44 XII / 4 j 24 
 2) Human behavior adaption IX / 3 i 42 XII / 4 j 24 

b. Animal Adaptation 
  

XII / 4 j 
 

 1) Animal morphology adaptations IX / 3 i 36 XII / 4 j 23 
 2) Animal physiological adaptations IX / 3 i 30 XII / 4 j 25 
 3) Animal behavior adaptations IX / 3 i 39 XII / 4 j 23 

c. Plant Adaptation IX / 3 i 
 

XII / 4 j 
 

 1) Plant morphology adaptations IX / 3 i 39 XII / 3 i 23 
 2) Plant physiological adaptations IX / 3 i 42 XII / 4 j 24 
 3) Plant behavior adaptations IX / 3 i 42 XII / 3 i 23 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

Table 2 shows that there were differences of opinion between JHS and SHS teachers. The SHS teacher 
argues that adaptation sub-material can be taught at the JHS level because grade IX students are also taught 
about adaptation. However, it is not specific about evolution but is part of the ecology material in basic 
competency (Kompetensi Dasar/KD 2.1) related to identifying the survival of living things through adaptation, 
natural selection, and breeding. Thus, the teacher argues that the adaptation sub-material can be taught at the 
JHS level and then developed and deepened when learning at the SHS level with a higher complexity level. The 
level of understanding between groups of practitioners is quite high based on the resulting mode values, which 
leads to the quite complex level in JHS and level 4 and some at level 3 (plant morphology adaptations and plant 
behavior adaptations) in SHS. 

JHS and SHS teachers' opinions on the natural selection sub-material showed similar results (Table 3). The 
SHS teacher believes that natural selection can begin to be taught at the JHS level. Factors that influence natural 
selection such as symbiosis, competition, natural disasters, and population density can be taught in grade VII, 
while for other factors such as predation, sexual selection, food availability, human behavior, and habitat 
availability and the impact of natural selection is taught in grade IX. All respondents believe that the factors and 
impacts of natural selection are classified as quite complex and following the level of cognitive development of 
JHS students. Natural selection sub-material in JHS is taught in basic competencies (KD 3.7 and 4.7) regarding 
the analysis and presentation of the analysis results of the interaction of living things with the environment and 
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population dynamics. On the other hand, according to the SHS teacher, natural selection materials that are more 
specific to evolution can be taught in class XII SHS. Perceptions between groups of practitioners are also 
relatively high based on the obtained mode scores. 

 
Table 3. Modes of teacher’s opinions in complexity level of natural selection 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

a. Factors influencing natural selection 
    

 1) Predation IX / 3 i 43 XII / 4 j 21 
 2) Symbiosis parasitism VII / 3 i 43 XII  / 3 i 21 
 3) Competition VII / 3 i 43 XII  / 3 i 22 
 4) Sexual selection IX / 3 i 43 XII / 4 j 26 
 5) Natural disasters VII / 3 i 40 XII / 4 j 21 
 6) Availability of food IX / 3 i 42 XII / 4 j 21 
 7) Population density VII / 3 i 43 XII / 4 j 25 
 8) Human behavior IX / 3 i 40 XII / 4 j 23 
 9) Habitat availability IX / 3 i 42 XII / 4 j 23 

b. Impact of Natural Selection 
    

 
1) The formation of new species IX / 3 i 43 XII / 4 j 25  
2) Extinction of organisms IX / 3 i 40 XII / 4 j 25 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 

 
Table 4. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of theory of evolution 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

a. The theory of the formation of the earth VII / 3 i 40 XII / 4 j 24 
b. Theory regarding the origin of life     

  1) Abiogenesis theory XII / 4 j 43 XII / 4 j 25 
  2) Biogenesis theory XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 24 
  3) Modern biological theory XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 26 

c. Theory of the origin of another life     

  1) Typical creation theory XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 28 
  2) Cataclism theory XII / 4 j 37 XII / 4 j 27 
  3) Cosmozoan theory XII / 4 j 36 XII / 4 j 27 
  4) Biochemical evolutionary theory XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 24 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

Different results are shown in Table 4. JHS and SHS teachers' opinion regarding the theory of evolution states 
that, except the theory of earth formation, can be taught at the SHS level (class XII). The theory of evolution, 
classified as complex (level 4) and more suitable for students with more robust cognitive maturity levels. The 
teacher opinion mode shows that the level of perception among practitioners is relatively high. It shows that the 
level of perception among practitioners is relatively the same. Furthermore, the JHS and SHS teachers also agree 
that some experts classify the theory of evolution and kinds of evolution as complex (level 4), so it is more 
appropriate to teach it in class XII. Table 5 shows that teachers' had a same perceptions. 

Sometimes, the pros and cons of the material taught in evolution provide a pretty complicated discourse for 
students (Afidah, 2017; Helmi et al., 2019). Mattsson and Mutvei (2015) confirm that the theory of evolution is 
rarely well understood by students. The religious beliefs and mechanistic views that science must use to present 
accurate predictions make the theory of evolution sometimes challenging to accept. However, evolution is still an 
essential part of biological science for students to learn in school despite the pros and cons. Saputra (2017) 
states that most Biology teacher candidates consider evolutionary material to be taught because it reveals 
essential phenomena such as the formation of the earth and the evolution of living things from the past to the 
present. One of the efforts that can be made to understand evolutionary material correctly and adequately is to 
develop a learning continuum with evolutionary aspects appropriate for each level of education. 

Table 6 shows the difference of opinion between the JHS and SHS teacher groups on the evolution 
mechanism sub-material. However, the mode scores indicate that teachers agree that studies related to 
migration, gene recombination, mutations, gene flow, non-random mating, and genetics drift are more appropriate 
when taught in grade XII. The mode score in Table 7 shows that the teachers' perceptions are relatively the same 
in this regard. On the other hand, the matter's complexity in this sub-material is classified as varied from quite 
complex (level 3), such as natural selection and migration, to very complicated (level 5), such as gene 
recombination. Therefore, both JHS and SHS teachers agree that this sub-material tends to be more 
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appropriately taught in SHS XII, except natural selection material, which can be relatively taught starting at the 
junior high school level. 

 
Table 5. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of theory of evolution and kinds of evolution 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

Theory of evolution     
1) According to Aristoteles XII / 4 j 42 XII / 4 j 24 
2) According to Anaximander XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 23 
3) According to Empedoclas XII / 4 j 42 XII / 4 j 23 
4) According to Erasmus Darwin XII / 4 j 43 XII / 4 j 22 
5) According to Count De Buffon XII / 4 j 43 XII / 4 j 22 
6) According to Sir Charles Lyell XII / 4 j 42 XII / 4 j 25 
7) According to Lamarck XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 22 
8) According to Charles Robert Darwin XII / 4 j 42 XII / 4 j 23 

Kinds of evolution     

Based on the direction 
a) Progressive evolution XII / 4 j 41 XII / 4 j 26 
b) Regressive evolution XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 27 

Based on the scale of change 
a) Microevolution XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 29 
b) Macroevolution XII / 4 j 44 XII / 4 j 27 

Based on the final results 
a) Divergent evolution XII / 4 j 44 XII / 4 j 26 
b) Convergent evolution XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 29 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

Table 6. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of evolutionary mechanism  

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

1. Natural selection IX / 3 i & 4 j 29 XII / 4 j 28 
2. Migration XII / 3 i 38 XII / 4 j 23 
3. Gene recombination XII / 5 k 39 XII / 4 j 24 
4. Mutation XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 28 
5. Gene flow XII / 4 j 41 XII / 4 j 26 
6. Marriage is not random XII / 4 j 37 XII / 4 j 28 
7. Genetic drift XII / 5 k 38 XII / 4 j 27 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 

  
Similar results are shown in the sub-material speciation (Table 7) and evolutionary clues (Table 8). The JHS 

and SHS teachers agreed that the two sub-materials were more appropriate when taught to XII grade students. 
These results explain that the speciation sub-material consisting of domestication studies, polyploidy, and 
isolation mechanisms has a level 4 material complexity—likewise, the evolutionary clues sub-material. The five 
studies of evolutionary clues such as anatomical comparisons (analogy and homology), embryological 
comparisons, physiological comparisons, evolutionary evidence, and paleontological clues are also classified as 
complex (level 4). 

 
Table 7. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of speciation 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

1. Domestication XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 28 
2. Polyploid XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 28 
3. Isolation mechanism XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 29 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

One of the essential studies in other evolutionary material is the evolution of living things that study human 
evolution, such as studies of ancient humans (Pithecanthropus erectus) and modern humans (Homo erectus). 
The JHS and SHS teachers agreed that the study was classified as complex (level 4) and very appropriate if it 
was taught to students with a more mature cognitive level, such as class XII (Table 9). Similar opinions are 
expressed in the study of animal evolution and plant evolution. Interestingly, respondents judge that fungal 
evolution has a higher material complexity (level 5) than animal evolution and human evolution. 
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Table 8. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of evolutionary clues 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

1. Comparative anatomy     
 a) Analogy XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 27 
 b) Homology XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 23 

2. Comparative embryology XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 27 
3. Comparative physiology XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 29 
4. Instructions of the remaining tools XII / 4 j 37 XII / 4 j 22 
5. Paleontology clues XII / 4 j 40 XII / 4 j 25 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

Table 9. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of evolution in living things 

No Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mof 

1) Human evolution     
 

Early humans-Modern humans XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 28 
2) Animal (Animalia) evolution      
 

a. Short-necked giraffes to long necks (Lamarck's Theory) XII / 4 j 37 XII / 4 j 24  
b. Variation of finches due to differences in adaptation and natural 

selection (Darwin's theory) 
XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 27 

 
c. The formation of insect mutants due to changes in genes XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 29 

3) Plant evolution     
 

The existence of watermelon plants without seeds is due to 
changes in genes in the form of polyploidy formation 

XII / 4 j 39 XII / 4 j 28 

4) Fungal-viruses evolution     
 

The formation of mutant species that are resistant to something, for 
example, environmental conditions due to gene changes XII / 5 k 39 XII / 4 j 28 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 
 

Table 10. Mode of teacher’s opinion in complexity level of the theory of evolutionary tendencies  

No. Evolution sub-material 

Mode of teacher’s opinion 

JHSa Teachers (Nc=68) SHSb Teachers (Nc=43) 

Clsd/ CLe Mof Clsd/ CLe Mo f 

1) Synthesis evolution theory XII / 4 j & 5 k 30 XII / 4 j 26 
2) Theory is in crisis XII / 5 k 37 XII / 4 j 27 
3) Harun Yahya theory XII / 4 j 38 XII / 4 j 25 
4) Implications in society XII / 5 k 36 XII / 4 j 23 

Note= JHSa: Junior High School; SHSb: Junior High School; Nc: total number; Clsd: Class; CLe: Complexity Level, Mof: Mode; 1g: very 
simple; 2h: simple; 3i: quite complex; 4j: complex; 5k: very complicated. 

  
Table 10 shows the opinions of JHS and SHS teachers on evolutionary tendencies. Both JHS and SHS 

teachers agreed that this sub-material should be taught in class XII SHS. However, JHS teachers assess that 
this sub-material has a level of complexity to very complicated. The level of perception among practitioners is 
relatively high based on the mode of the data collected. It is indicated that the development of information 
technology which is increasingly advanced, can lead to better understanding. 

Moreover, students can access more valuable and relevant sources of information related to evolutionary 
studies. Furthermore, JHS and SHS teachers argued that this material was suitable for learning in class XII. One 
of the things that are taken into account is that SHS students have more developed cognitive abilities because, 
in general, they have entered the formal operational stage, so they are expected to be able to understand the 
material that is considered complex. 

The learning continuum grid on evolutionary material (Table 11) illustrates that this material can be taught at 
the JHS level and deepened at the SHS level with a higher complexity level. These results indicate that the 
evolutionary aspect can be taught starting at the JHS level and continuing at the SHS level. If the sub-material 
taught at a lower level is taught again at a higher level, the material must be taught with a higher level of 
complexity. On the other hand, based on age maturity, JHS and SHS students are classified as formal operational 
stages, but SHS students are more developed so they can think more complexly (Barrouillet, 2015; Ibda, 2015). 
Other characteristics, SHS students are more able to think abstractly, have more intellectual abilities, are more 
developed, and integrate the problems they face with the theories and concepts they already have (Asih, 2018). 
In other words, SHS students are considered to be better able to understand more complex material. Previously 
taught, more straightforward material can become initial knowledge so that it is easier to understand for later, 
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more complex material. For example, in adaptation material, more straightforward material can be used to 
understand adaptation and simple examples that can be found nearby. It will be more complex when 
distinguishing various types of adaptations and examples, then further explaining how adaptation can be a 
contributing factor—the occurrence of evolution.  
 

Table 11. Learning continuum of evolution aspects for elementary to secondary education grades 

No Evolution sub-material 

Education grades 

ESa JHSb SHSc 

CLd Clse CLd Clse CLd Clse 

1. Adaptation (Environmental Adaptation)       

 a. Human physiological adaptations & human behavior 
adaptations 

- - 3 h IX 4 i XII 

 b. Animal morphology adaptations, animal physiological  
apt adaptations ations, & animal behavior adaptions 

- - 3 h IX 4 i XII 

 c. Plant morphology adaptations, plant physiological  
adaptations, & plant behavior adaptions 

- - 3 h IX 4 i XII 

2 Natural Selection       
 a. Factors influencing natural selection - - 3 h VII & IX 4 i XII 
 b. Impact of natural selection - - 3 h IX 4 i XII 

3 Theory of Evolution       
 a. The theory of the formation of the earth - - 3 h VII 4 i XII 
 b. Theory regarding the origin of life - - - - 4 i XII 
 c. Theory of the origin of another life - - - - 4 i XII 
 d. The theory of evolution according to several figures - - - - 4 i XII 

4 Kinds of evolution       
 a. Based on the direction - - - - 4 i XII 
 b. Based on the scale of change - - - - 4 i XII 
 c. Based on the final results - - - - 4 i XII 

5. Evolutionary mechanism - - 3 h - 4 i IX 4 i - 5 j XII 

6. Speciation - - - - 4 i XII 

7. Evolutionary clues - - - - 4 i  XII 

8. Evolution in Living Things       
 a. Human evolution - - - - 4 i XII 
 b. Animal evolution (animalia) - - - - 4 i XII 
 c. Plant evolution - - - - 4 i XII 
 d. Fungal-viruses evolution - - - - 4 i  XII 

9. The Theory of Evolutionary Tendencies  - - - - 4 i - 5 j XII 

Note= ESa: Elementary School; JHSb: Junior High School; SHSc: Junior High School; CLd: Complexity Level; Clse: Class; 1f: very simple; 
2g: simple; 3h: quite complex; 4i: complex; 5j: very complicated. 

 

In curriculum development, the arrangement of the material must be able to show the relationship between 
the material being studied and the material needed for learning at a higher level of education, and it is better if 
the primary material has been taught at the previous level so that students can more easily understand the 
concept of the material being studied. The material taught at a lower level of education does not have to be re-
taught at the next level of education so that there is no overlapping of the material being studied (Suyanto, 2018). 
Therefore, at every level of education, the aspects that need to be taught must be adjusted to the needs that still 
pay attention to the suitability of the level of complexity of the material with students' development and ability to 
accept and understand. JHS teachers in this context argue that some evolutionary sub-material can be taught at 
the JHS level as initial knowledge so that it is easier to learn more complex evolutionary materials taught at the 
SHS level. 

A material that is taught repeatedly shows that the arrangement of the material follows the spiral curriculum 
rules. More specifically, this material will be repeated, expanded, and deepened at a higher level. In the spiral 
curriculum, the same sub-aspects can be taught at various levels of education from primary to tertiary education 
but still pay attention to students' cognitive development (Nurhadi, 2020). The spiral curriculum preparation 
considers the most straightforward material arrangement to the more complex material (Nurjan, 2016) involving 
structured information so that complex ideas from a superficial level first (Liu, 2016). In the context of 
evolutionary material, the results of the learning continuum study show that evolutionary material has been 
introduced to students starting from JHS and continued at the SHS level, so it can be said to follow the spiral 
curriculum rules because there is a material that is repeated and deepened at a higher level. 

In comparison, at a higher level, higher can be said to follow the spiral curriculum rules. The current 
implementation in schools is based on the 2013 curriculum, and evolution material is taught in class XII SHS 
semester II, namely KD 3.9 and KD 4.9. (Hanurani, 2019) shows that the genetics and evolution scores tend to 
decline even though in 2019, there has been a slight increase. However, the scores still tend to be lower when 
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compared to other Biology sub-material. The most significant decline in the evolutionary aspect's value occurred 
in 2016-2017, reaching -10.53. The research analysis results stated that one of the reasons for the not too high 
value of the evolutionary aspect was the sub-material, which was quite tricky for students to understand. 

The preparation of teaching materials must be done with due observance of the teacher's opinion. It is 
related to the learning trajectory. The learning trajectory hypothesis serves as a kind of roadmap to make it 
easier for teachers to identify learning objectives, interpret student thoughts and provide appropriate instructions 
(Sztajn et al., 2012), one of which is related to determining suitable material to be taught to students. Teachers 
are considered capable of understanding students' learning abilities and needs. Mapping teacher opinions 
shows that evolutionary sub-material cannot be taught to students at the Elementary School (ES) level because 
the characteristics of the material are considered quite complex for children's ES, which is still in the concrete 
operational stage (Hikmawati, 2018; Juwantara, 2019; Mauliya, 2019). Candramila et al (2016); Çimer (2012)  
stated that one of the leading causes of student difficulties in studying biology (including evolution) is that the 
topic involves many abstract concepts and contains many Latin terms, so it is pretty challenging to learn. Thus, 
evolutionary learning's success needs to be well and thoroughly designed (Jirana & Amin, 2016). According to 
the teachers, most aspects of evolution must be taught at the SHS level because students have entered a 
formal operational stage that tends to understand abstract concepts and has approached maximum intellectual 
efficiency (Carey et al., 2015; Simatwa, 2010). Therefore, SHS students are considered capable of learning 
complex materials.  

The preparation of the scope, breadth, and depth of evolutionary material is also considered appropriate 
according to student development so that the scientific concepts taught are in line with the knowledge obtained 
by students at every level of education (Hadi & Subali, 2017; Situmorang, 2016). However, the success of such 
evolutionary learning would not be possible if curriculum development did not involve teachers. Teachers have 
an important role because they are directly involved in the learning process, observe how students develop and 
abilities, and experience problems that often make learning less effective. In conclusion, the teacher's opinion 
about the learning continuum can be crucial in curriculum development. Curriculum development, preparation 
of the learning continuum, and preparation of appropriate teaching materials are intended to make learning 
effective to achieve all the learning objectives that have been set so that education in Indonesia can be optimally 
improved. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the study concluded that the evolutionary sub-material has a level of complexity from level 3 
(quite complex) to level 5 (very complicated) and is more appropriate when taught at the SHS level. However, 
some sub-material can be taught at the JHS level with material coverage that is following student development. 
This research is preliminary, so further research is needed to produce a learning continuum that is appropriate 
and can be used as material for curriculum development. Furthermore, this study recommends using a broader 
and more complex instrument with more detailed indicators for a deeper analysis. 
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